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Over the last century, environmental and occupational medicine has played a significant role in the control and prevention of environmental and occupational diseases such as water, food, and vector borne diseases, occupational health problems caused by exposure to physical (for example, traumatic injury, noise, radiation, heat, and cold), chemical (for example, silica/silicates, heavy metals, and pesticides), and biological hazards (for example, HIV, tuberculosis, and hepatitis). However, like other scientific fields, the role of private sector in funding environmental and occupational health research is increasing and the well developed guidelines for government sponsored research usually do not apply to the academic industry arena.

For example, in the USA, the proportion of health research and development funded by federal sources declined by almost half to approximately 37% between 1965 and 1995, while industry’s funding increased more than twofold, to 52% of the total US$35.8 billion expended. There are inherent problems with industry sponsored research in relation to intellectual property and ethical issues because industry funders and academic researchers work in different systems with differing goals and means. Thus, scientific integrity and concern for the health of the people in environmental and occupational medicine has been increasingly threatened by pressures from industries and sometimes governments as well. Such a threat may not only impair opportunities for disease prevention but also reduce credibility in public health science.

The increasing role of industry sponsored research, despite its many benefits, raises concerns. At the extreme are instances in which an industry sponsors research with the direct goal of countering existing scientific evidence. Unfortunately, the history of environmental and occupational medicine has been littered with such cases over the last century. Dr Irving Selikoff, for example, was on the leading edge of a challenge to the asbestos industry and was one of this century’s foremost advocates of worker health. His work has been attacked even though the asbestos cancer epidemic may take millions of lives before asbestos is banned worldwide and exposures are brought to an end. It is reported that studies funded by pharmaceutical companies were approximately one eighth as likely to reach unfavourable qualitative conclusions and 2.4-fold as likely to reach favourable quantitative conclusions than non-profit sponsored studies.

Financial conflict of interest is a fundamental and pressing issue for environmental and occupational health research because it may adversely affect scientific integrity through the delaying or withholding of research results and by directly or indirectly influencing the content of results. Therefore, it is important to identify key issues that undermine integrity in the conduct of environmental and occupational health research such as who does it, who funds it, and how does science lead to policy?

We use the following examples to further illustrate these important issues.

THREAT FROM INDUSTRIES
Tobacco and health

Tobacco causes over a third of all cancer deaths. Half of all smokers will die from a tobacco related disease. Half of these will die in middle age, with a loss of 15–20 years of his or her life. The rapid rise in smoking in many developing countries will have devastating consequences; by 2030 the developing world is expected to have 7 million deaths annually from tobacco use. The tobacco industry has been aware of the serious health impact of its products for decades but has sought to conceal the evidence from its customers and has consistently, and cynically, refuted the findings of the scientific community. It has irresponsibly and aggressively
promoted its products to the young, women, and the poor, particularly in developing countries. The health consequences from this have been enormous.

Although the toll of tobacco-related disease and death continues to grow worldwide, the tobacco industry continues to use a vast array of strategies to promote its products and increase profits. They have been reported to behave inappropriately in numerous ways, including:

1. Attempting to manipulate eminent scientists. Dr Ernst Wynder is the founder of the American Health Foundation, and the emergence of smoking as a priority issue on the American public health agenda can be largely attributed to Wynder’s efforts. The Philip Morris tobacco company pursued Wynder’s efforts. The Philip Morris tobacco company pursued Wynder's efforts. The Philip Morris tobacco company pursued Wynder between 1955 and 1995 to legitimise their company positions.12 Philip Morris viewed and manipulated Wynder between 1955 and 1995 to legitimise their company positions.12 Wynder is the founder of the American Health Foundation, and the emergence of smoking as a priority issue on the American public health agenda can be largely attributed to Wynder’s efforts. The Philip Morris tobacco company pursued Wynder’s efforts. Philip Morris viewed Wynder as a famous scientist whose interest to pursue less harmful cigarettes could lend legitimacy to its desire to position itself as a responsible company intent on addressing consumer concerns. Philip Morris therefore provided Wynder with equipment loans and grants for more than 30 years, and used its public relations agency to sanitise press releases to remove material unacceptable to the company. During 1973–95, Wynder’s American Health Foundation received over $5.7 million funding support from Philip Morris.12 13 Even in the 1950s Wynder began a long time working relationship with Lorillard scientists that included the evaluation of experimental filters and chemically treated tobacco.10 Wynder was an incessant voice for public health action to reduce the morbidity and mortality associated with tobacco use and realised the insidious effect of tobacco industry research support but consistently failed to acknowledge his own association with the industry.12 13

2. Influencing governments, companies, and universities that are in receipt of tobacco money.

Many governments garner tax revenues generated from the sale of tobacco. The organisers of major sporting and cultural events in developing countries often rely on tobacco funds and are now fighting along with the tobacco industry against restrictions on sponsorship (it is banned, fortunately, in many developed countries). In addition, universities and healthcare institutions may also depend on tobacco industry funding and connections. Such funding poses the potential of conflict of interest, because these institutions are implicitly entrusted with researching and publicising the harmful effects of tobacco and the role of the tobacco industry. For example, over half of American medical schools acknowledged research funding from the tobacco industry and its subsidiaries in the early 1990s.15 In the United Kingdom, only one medical school (Glasgow) did not receive tobacco industry funding between 1988 and 1994.16 Much of this funding has been directly from people with financial interest in selling tobacco products to scientists.

3. Distorting risk and subverting scientific processes. There are many groups and consultants who were funded by the tobacco industry—both directly and indirectly—and who provided the industry with ample materials in the form of testimony, reports, and other publications to fight tobacco policy and regulations. Recently, Ong and Glantz26 elegantly reviewed tobacco industry efforts to subvert the International Agency for Research on Cancer’s second hand smoke study. Clearly, the tobacco industry has been undermining the basis of trust in science.27 Recently, there is new evidence indicating that the tobacco industry may have been unduly influential on the editorial boards and contents of some journals.21

Worldwide, smoking caused about 3 million deaths in 1990, out of a total of 30 million adult deaths from all causes, and it will cause about 10 million in 2030, out of a total of about 60 million.22 Yet only a few doctors and health professionals campaign for action on tobacco; most bureaucrats remain cautious; health generally loses out when it comes into conflict with more important government departments; politicians with the determination to act on tobacco are rare and are soon moved; and the tobacco manufacturers and their agents are if anything tougher and nastier than ever. Some responsibility for these deaths rests not only with the tobacco industry, but also with its many active and passive allies in government and with hired experts who helped distort and manipulate scientific findings.23

Many universities and research institutions in developed countries no longer accept money from the tobacco industry. The history does justify concern for a continuing influence on policy making based upon the tobacco industry’s economic interests. We suggest that money from the tobacco industry still be used to pay for research but that this funding should always be indirect. Money from the industry should be given to an independent funding organisation that selects the best qualified applicants. There should be no direct links between the industry and the researcher.

Lead and cognition

In 1979, Dr Herbert Needleman published his landmark paper on the effect of exposure to environmental lead on children’s cognitive development in the New England Journal of Medicine. This article pointed to a health effect that was serious, widespread, and directly linked to lead in paint and gasoline. The industry’s reaction was swift and massive. The International Lead Zinc Research Organisation (ILZRO), an industry group, hired dozens of scientists including the psychologist Claire Ernhart of Case Western Reserve University in an effort to discredit Needleman’s work. In 1982, the ILZRO charged that Needleman had committed misconduct in carrying out this study for not taking account of the possible impact of social class and measurement errors in assessing intelligence and behaviour.24 The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in response to these charges, formed a committee to review Needleman’s study. The committee audited all of Needleman’s files in this study and found only minor statistical errors in some of the work. However, a decade later, Ernhart et al25 again accused Needleman of scientific misconduct, echoing the claims made earlier by ILZRO. At that time, it was unknown that their charges were actually supported by the lead industries. Dr Needleman was again cleared of all misconduct charges but earlier by ILZRO. At that time, it was unknown that their charges were actually supported by the lead industries. Dr Needleman was again cleared of all misconduct charges but much lead by the lead industries. Dr Needleman was again cleared of all misconduct charges but spent more than 15 years and thousands of dollars. In a letter to the Editor published in Pediatrics in 1993, Needleman wrote: ‘‘The lead industry was already accustomed to fighting battles over science and economics by the 1920’s. To keep lead in paint, the industry relied on the quasi-scientific suggestion apparently introduced in the mid-20’s by a Harvard physician whose research was supported by the industry. He claimed that a child who ate lead paint chips was somehow inherently ‘defective’… Seventy years later, the industry is still using these tactics, By zeroing in on one or two scientists and mounting personal attacks on their integrity and credibility, the industry has generated enough fog to blur the truth…’’.26 Dr Needleman was successful in his response to the industry not only because the issues in contention were, if anything, matters of disagreement in methods of data analysis and not fraud or misconduct, but also because numerous scientists supported him.27 28 Dr Needleman has survived these personal attacks and his findings have been corroborated by many other studies. However, there has been a serious impact of the pressure from some industries on many environmental whistleblowers.29

Conflicts of interest

It is difficult to obtain the necessary scientific integrity when a company with substantial financial interests directly pays...
the scientist to study the benefits and side effects of its products. As a first step to reach more objective conclusions, the scientists should disclose their financial sources for the research they report. Although this is a rather obvious requirement, it has not been well practiced in the past. For instance, in a recent survey of 48 journals in science and clinical medicine, only 20 journals (43%) reported that they had policies requiring disclosure of conflict of interest.16 Scientists have a professional responsibility to ensure that the integrity of researchers, subjects, and the research process is well protected if private funding is involved. Additionally, good practice guidelines for privately funded environmental and occupational health research are necessary.7

Recognising that direct funding always produces some dependency between the sponsor and the recipient, there is a need to separate scientists from industry funders with some kind of intermediate agency. An intermediate agency, such as a medical research council, should be the sole funding source for public health research, regardless of whether the money comes from private or public sources. Not only would that provide much looser links (or at best, no links) between the sponsor and the recipient, but it could also allow healthy competition on quality criteria for funds. Such a system is essential when research involves public health issues that may interfere with the financial interests of a company.

It is sometimes difficult to protect scientists from political pressure. Epidemics like HIV, BSE, SARS, and bird influenza have had enormous impact on the quality of life in many countries and on the economics of these regions. Substantial pressure from industries and governments could be put on scientists to defer from their study of public health problems. Legal protection and collegial support from professional societies and other intermediate agencies are needed.

### Threat from Governments

Research integrity depends largely on researcher independence. However, there is substantial divergence between the scientific community’s standards for ensuring research integrity and the ad hoc protections for researcher independence tolerated by national regulatory agencies.17 Conflict of interest concerns have grown at universities and research institutions as the pressure for funding and the involvement of these institutions in commercial enterprises and connections increase.30 31

Application of science plays an increasing role in government decisions, clinical decision making, and public policies. Evidence based principles underpin systematic reviews like Cochrane and Campbell, and although the term “evidence” promises more than we can deliver, it is a proper target to aim at. Scientific input, although it is only one of many factors considered in the decision making process, should always be valued and weighed from an objective and impartial perspective to avoid adverse consequences.14 However, this principle has been disregarded by some governments and international organisations.15 16 For example, the International Commission on Occupational Health (ICOH) has played a significant role in some aspects of research in occupational health but has had problems with its association with the industry. Many ICOH members are employees of corporations or consultants to industry, serving multinational corporate interests to influence public health policy in the guise of a professional scientific organisation. ICOH members’ conflicts of interest with public health dominate the organisation and damage the standing of the ICOH.

Recently, the number of scientists calling for an end to these practices and restoration of scientific integrity in the US national policymaking now totals more than 5000, including 48 Nobel laureates, 62 National Medal of Science recipients, and 127 members of the National Academy of Sciences.7 They indicated: “When scientific knowledge has been found to be in conflict with its political goals, the administration has often manipulated the process through which science enters into its decisions. This has been done by placing people who are professionally unqualified or who have clear conflicts of interest in official posts and on scientific advisory committees; by disbanding existing advisory committees; by censoring and suppressing reports by the government’s own scientists; and by simply not seeking independent scientific advice ... Furthermore, in advocating policies that are not scientifically sound, the administration has sometimes misrepresented scientific knowledge and misled the public about the implications of its policies”.33

Recently, the new cases released by the Union of Concerned Scientists detail incidents of suppression and distortion of scientific knowledge on issues ranging from mountaintop removal strip mining to endangered species. Included in these additional cases are numerous new accounts of political interference with independent scientific advisory panels.34

The Union of Concerned Scientists proposed measures to rectify the situation and restore the scientific integrity in policy making, including:

- “whistleblower” protection of scientists;
- restoring independent scientific advice to Congress;
- greater oversight powers for the Office of Science and Technology Policy;
- stricter enforcement of the Federal Advisory Committee Act with increased transparency for selection and activities of advisory committees; and
- full access to government scientific analysis that is not legitimately classified for national security reasons.

As Robbins recently pointed out, “most Americans would be distressed to learn that US policies on stem cell research, global warming, and condoms—all driven at present by politics rather than science—are already diminishing the effectiveness of humanitarian nongovernmental and international organisations globally.”12 It may also be worth noting that the USA is not the only place where such problems arise. For example, China is developing rapidly as a major economic force in Asia and in the world at large, but is not yet fulfilling its scientific potential, despite its remarkable economic development over the last two decades and major expenditure on science. The major reasons for this include politics driven/non-science based decision making, inadequate funding review processes, and the lack of a dynamic research environment.40 41 This results not only in a low scientific profile on the world stage, but also in lost opportunities to make the most of what the rest of the world can offer, both scientifically and technologically. This also leads to missed opportunities for China to improve both its economy and the quality of life for its citizens.53

### Conclusion

Although environmental and occupational medicine plays an important role in the protection and improvement of population health through the control and prevention of environmental and occupational disease, scientific integrity in this field has been increasingly threatened by pressures from some industries and governments. How to respond to these threats is an important challenge for environmental and occupational medicine professionals. We recommend that professional organisations such as the ICOH, International Society for Environmental Epidemiology, and International Epidemiological Association adopt a code of ethics that requires openness from public health professionals: that they not
Main messages

- Scientific integrity in environmental and occupational medicine has been increasingly threatened by pressures from some industries and governments.
- This threat may not only impair opportunities for disease prevention but also reduce credibility in public health science and is an important challenge for environmental and occupational medicine professionals and their societies.

Policy implications

- Professional organisations need to adopt a code of ethics that requires openness from public health professionals.
- Research funding for public health should not come directly from the industry to the researcher; an independent, intermediate funding scheme should be established.

undertake research or use data where they do not have freedom to publish their results without prior approval, at least not for research problems that address issues which concern public health; that they disclose all possible conflicts; that veracity of research independence be protected through professional and legal support. It is reassuring to see that some of these measures have been incorporated in the recent proposal prepared for the International Epidemiology Association European Federation’s Good Epidemiological Practice document on proper conduct in epidemiological research. This document is an introduction to the principles of how best to follow accepted ethical codes (for example, autonomy, beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice) while maintaining good quality research. It is proposed as guidelines for research, collaboration, communication, and peer review in epidemiological research (this document is available from the authors on request). It is anticipated that scientific integrity will be enhanced if these proposed principles are genuinely accepted and stringently practiced by environmental and occupational medicine professionals.
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